Briefly

**Welfare bill**

Details of the Reagan administration's proposals for welfare reform are to be announced this week. The new program would end national aid to states and allow states to experiment with state-based welfare programs. It would also cut the federal government's role in setting welfare rules.

**Voting share**

More than one in five American voters say they are unlikely to vote in the 1988 presidential election. This is a significant increase from the 1984 election, when only 19 percent said they were unlikely to vote.

**Guilty**

Three people were found guilty of securities fraud by a federal jury. The defendants, who were charged with conspiracy to defraud investors, were found guilty of violating federal securities laws.

**Invitation**

The White House has invited leaders from seven countries to attend a summit meeting. The invitation is seen as a step towards resolving the conflict in the Persian Gulf.

**Singer dead**

A famous singer known for his hit songs has died. The singer's death has been ruled a suicide.

**Miller here**

The mayor of a major city is in town for a meeting. The mayor is expected to announce a new city budget.

**6-year term**

The mayor of a major city is running for a sixth term. The mayor's campaign is facing criticism from opponents who say the mayor has become too powerful.

**Exempt**

The city council has exempted certain groups from its new regulations. The exemption is seen as a concession to the groups' concerns.

**Voters, City blast Nixon plan**

The city council has voted to reject the Nixon administration's proposed budget. The council members cited concerns about the plan's impact on the city's fiscal health.

**Tolfer's shock talk packs union**

The leader of a major union has shocked members with a speech. The leader criticized the union's leadership and called for change.

**big home rule law may trip local ward plan**

The city council has voted to reject the Nixon administration's proposed budget. The council members cited concerns about the plan's impact on the city's fiscal health.

**Home rule law may trip local ward plan**

The city council has voted to reject the Nixon administration's proposed budget. The council members cited concerns about the plan's impact on the city's fiscal health.

**Skijump**

The city council has voted to reject the Nixon administration's proposed budget. The council members cited concerns about the plan's impact on the city's fiscal health.

**Home rule law may trip local ward plan**

The city council has voted to reject the Nixon administration's proposed budget. The council members cited concerns about the plan's impact on the city's fiscal health.
Pregnant with reform or Justice miscarriages again

By JOEL DREY

The Running Photograph, at forty-fourth levee, is nearing the end of another successful week. It plans to expand its fleet of service animals again. It makes a sizable gain in political and legal issues in the maintenance of the Washington Post over the month in 1977. The answer to this is not the number of blue-collar workers, but the numbers of blue-collar workers that are kept out of work by the Post's lack of advertising. They have gotten themselves temporarily rid of their problems, because the Washington Post is not a real newspaper. It has become a more national paper, not a local one. The police chief at police headquarters did not have the good sense to keep out of the Post's masthead. The Post is a paper that's low in phos phates and it does not want to be cited.

Small town organizing
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student petition seeks revision of 'second grade only option' same course then counts in the grade point systems in the past. K.
McGovern fights 'recognition battle'

Editor's note: "Who is it?" is that question.
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ANN CLARK

The "Baby Blue" debuts Feb. 3

"Baby Blue" has made its first appearance, opening at the Arie Crown Theatre, phone 1-312-527-4600. Not only was it a huge hit, but also Arthur Miller's "Baby Blue," which won the Pulitzer Prize and was nominated for an Academy Award, has been nominated for a Tony Award as well. This is a very special event in film history, as it is the first time that a Tony Award has been given to a film for its first appearance.

McGovern hopes to convey the heavy, layered themes present in "Baby Blue," as well as its meaning and significance to the present day. He hopes that it will serve as a reminder of the need for a strong, united effort in order to achieve victory in this battle.

The "Baby Blue" shows how important it is to have a strong, united effort in order to achieve victory in the battle. It is a powerful reminder of the need for a strong, united effort in order to achieve victory in this battle.


DON'T MISS

ENOCHI SMOKY

Saturday, January 29 — 8:30-11:30

IOWA CITY REC. CENTER

Sponsored by CITIZENS FOR TAPSCOTT

INVITATION TO...

STAFF, FACULTY, STUDENTS, MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY,

University Theatre

IOWA CITY

as the third major production of the 1972-73 season

THE WORLD PREMIERE OF A NEW PLAY

BABY BLUE

by Richard Blanning

4 plays of defining, moving drama and mystery, all culminating in a single poetic vision of life, both comic and tragic. Blanning and watching — not to be forgotten is the title.

STUDIO THEATRE FEB. 5-8 p.m.

"Baby Blue" will be preceded by a screening of "Flight of the Storks," an Academy Award-winning short film about the life of a stork. The film will be shown at the Iowa City Cineteca, 11-312-527-4600. Tickets are available at the U.S. Box Office, 234-4312, or by phone (first show, second show only).

GENERAL ADMISSION — $3.50

U Students FREE with ID and Current Registration
It shooting performance hurt recruiting. All, long run Minnesota may have been hurt the most. The Gophers Iowa

Even crueler, if Iowa lost to Minnesota this Saturday, it could be indeed be cruel for place that fans have every reason to expect a good game.

This is not to say that Iowa fans shouldn't whistle, stomp, etc., for what called "a public foot" Buckeye Coach Bill Musselman for that he termed "full-scale riot." The women's basketball is doubtful that Sherman team amounted to a public foot.
Crunch surfaces in Quad Cities controversy — UI engineer: Power companies in bind

Mourners' rights
"The Rights of Women" will be held in the Liberty Theatre. (Citizen Reporters and All.) Friday evening at 7:30 p.m. and will be held in the Iowa City Union Theater. (Citizen Reporters and All.) Saturday evening at 7:30 p.m. The cost will be $1.50 per person. All proceeds will go to the Iowa City Women's Rights League.

Hockey tourney
Great action table hockey tournament will be held this winter at the Iowa City Union Tavern. Enroll in the league now and $10 will be charged per player. The tournament will begin in January and will continue until the end of February. The winner will receive a $50 gift certificate.

Free dance
Knowledge of dancing is required. Come and enjoy a night out with your friends. "Dance Uni Form," a local dance group, will provide the music. Come to the Masonic Temple on Saturday night, February 5, at 9 p.m.

The Wailing Wall
A GENEROUS GIFT TO FAMILY LEASON JENSEN has returned the missing Midtown Mall MOBILE, including some of our misplaced ORIGINALS from the 1950s. NOW...

1/2 PRICE
BREMERS
Downtown Location Only

Iowa's Largest - Most Complete
SKI SHOP
Intelligent service by Store Staff — Professional Fitting and Binding Service Provided . . .

Down by the Company We Keep
HEAD - FINGER - DYNASTY - KARAN
BLADE - NEVADA - SALOMON - HABIKI
LANE - MONTANA - RICHA - ROPEIS
- GEM - ALPINE - ANCELA - NEWBURG
SPORTSCRAFT - BARRINGTON - AND MANY MORE.

ROD FITCH'S SPORT CENTER
100 - 6th Ave. S., Clinton, Iowa
319-250-4661

Everyone in Step... That Does It

That's the way things get done... together. Today's progress is based on yesterday's determination and solidarity. Tomorrow can be a wonderful new era... for the community, by the community. We're proud to work with, and serve, the fine people of our city.
We Would Like To Introduce To You One Of The Finest STEREO CASSETTE RECORDERS That Money Can Buy -- WOLLENSAK 4760

FEATURES
- DOLBY SYSTEM - Noise Reduction Circuit

Stereo Cassette Recorder

If You're In The Market For A Stereo Tape Deck, You Owe It To Yourself To Come See Our AKAI Line.

$279.95 (List Price)

GX220D

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
- 4-Track Ratio-Mental Recording and Playback
- 3 Speeds (15, 15% and 7/8 ips)
- 3 Heads: Play, Recording and Playback; GF-BRAID PRECISION FIELD Recording System
- 3 Motors: Hysteresis synchronous shaped motor for optimum recording and playback and two eddy-current out-rotor motors for supply and take-up reel drive.
- Seeming Tape Overrun Automatic with Magnetic Preselector
- Two Laterally angled independent and durable record heads
- 3M tape - New Proprietary
- Automatic Stop-Out
- Instant Power Control with Start Button
- Plane Speed Selector
- 15-Pin Cartridge Included
- Chrome Woodbridge Jaws
- 4-Pin Index Control with Reel Release
- Two Speeds: 15, 15% Meters
- Rectangular or Vertical Operation
- 5.1/2 Tapes Button for use when using AKAI Super Range Tapes
- 5.1/2 Buttons for Start/Stop, Stop and Recording

$399.95 (List Price)

GX280D

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
- 4-Track Ratio-Mental Recording and Playback
- 3 Speeds (15, 15% and 7/8 ips)
- 3 Heads: Play, Recording and Playback; GF-BRAID PRECISION FIELD Recording System
- 3 Motors: Hysteresis synchronous shaped motor for optimum recording and playback and two eddy-current out-rotor motors for supply and take-up reel drive.
- Seeming Tape Overrun Automatic with Magnetic Preselector
- Two Laterally angled independent and durable record heads
- 3M tape - New Proprietary
- Automatic Stop-Out
- Instant Power Control with Start Button
- Plane Speed Selector
- 15-Pin Cartridge Included
- Chrome Woodbridge Jaws
- 4-Pin Index Control with Reel Release
- Two Speeds: 15, 15% Meters
- Rectangular or Vertical Operation
- 5.1/2 Tapes Button for use when using AKAI Super Range Tapes
- 5.1/2 Buttons for Start/Stop, Stop and Recording

$499.95 (List Price)

GX365D

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
- 4-Track Ratio-Mental Recording and Playback
- 3 Speeds (15, 15% and 7/8 ips)
- 3 Heads: Play, Recording and Playback; GF-BRAID PRECISION FIELD Recording System
- 3 Motors: Hysteresis synchronous shaped motor for optimum recording and playback and two eddy-current out-rotor motors for supply and take-up reel drive.
- Seeming Tape Overrun Automatic with Magnetic Preselector
- Two Laterally angled independent and durable record heads
- 3M tape - New Proprietary
- Automatic Stop-Out
- Instant Power Control with Start Button
- Plane Speed Selector
- 15-Pin Cartridge Included
- Chrome Woodbridge Jaws
- 4-Pin Index Control with Reel Release
- Two Speeds: 15, 15% Meters
- Rectangular or Vertical Operation
- 5.1/2 Tapes Button for use when using AKAI Super Range Tapes
- 5.1/2 Buttons for Start/Stop, Stop and Recording

$599.95 (List Price)